BOOK 62

II CRIME-LYING
INSTIGATING TO KILL
JEWs
PUNISHMENT –KILL
THE LYERS
Orwellian logic is to twist facts. To substitute the aggressor as the victim and the victim becomes the aggressor. This is accomplished by lying about the facts. Arab kills a Jew with a
knife. Israeli soldiers shoot the Arab. An Arab rams his car into Jews killing or wounding them. Israeli soldiers shoot and kill the Arab. Abbas and the Palestinian authority leave out the
facts that Arabs slashed Jews that Arabs rammed their cars into Jews. They only complain the Israeli soldiers executed innocent Arabs.

Abbas at the meeting with Secretary of State
Kerry stated that there will be no let up no session of knifings and car ramming stoning of Jews until Jews abandon Judea Shomron and Jerusalem. Thuzs he admitted that the Palestinian
authority is behind and orchestrating all the terror attacks.

SOLUTION.

STOP TRANSFERRING MONEY TO PAESTINIAN AUTHORITY. TOPPLE PAESTINIAN AUTHORITY.
[1] ANNEX

AREA C

AREA B

AREA A

[3] CONTROL THE RADIO
[4] THE TV AND
[5] THE NEWSPAPERS TO ENSURE THAT THEY DO NOT DISEMINATE INCITEMENT TO KILL JEWS.
[5] BANISH ALL INCITERS THEIR FAMILIES THEIR EXTENDED FAMILIES TO SYRIA. FROM SYRIA THEY WILL IMMIGRATE TO EUROPE. THEY WILL THEN EXHIBIT THEIR GRATITUDE TO
EUROPEANS FOR SUPPORTING AN INDEPENDENT Palestinian state. They will stab car ram throw Molotov cocktails at Europeans. They will then die as shyids – martyrs and go to
heaven where 70-100 virgin females for male martyrs and 70-100 male virgins will await the female martyr.

Each of the TEN COMMANDMENTS CARRIED THE DEATH PENALTY FOR THE ONE
WHO VIOLATES THE COMMANDMENT.

THE 9TH COMMANDMENT STATE "YOU SHALL NOT GIVE FALSE TESTIMONY"

Abbas and the Palestinian authority
deserve death for their violation of the 9\textsuperscript{th} commandment.

The Federal law in the USA and the laws of all the States of the USA punishes with long prison terms the crime of perjury. One causing
Incitement that results in death can be charged as an accomplice and sentenced to the death penalty.

Again Aggac and the Palestinian authority are accomplices in the death of 23 Jews and
over 89 gullible Palestinians that they are abusing and causing these Plaestinians to commit murder and then being shoy=t by Israeli troops. He fabrication that Jews are trying to
destry the Mosque at the Temple mount has been employed by the Arabs in 2015 2002 1988 1960 1936-1939 1928 1920 1902 1880 1860. this fabrication and blood libel work because the Arabs are
gullible and are exploited by their leaders.

It is up to Israel who is in control

GET RID OF THE PAESINIAN AUTHORITY AND ALL THE ARABS
AND THEIR EXTENDED FAMILIES WHO RIOT.

Abbas and the Palestinian authority are betting that the INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY WILL IMPOSE ECONOMIC SANCTIONS ON ISRAEL
OR SEND TROOPS. IF NOT THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY THEN THE OTHER ARAB COUNTRIES. ISREAL SHOULD ONCE AND FOREALL ACT STRONG. THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY AS WELL AS THE ARAB WORLD HAVE THEIR HANDS TIED UP WITH ISIS. NO ONE WILL LUIFE ONE FINGER FOR THE PALESTINIANS. THE PALESTINIANS ARE ON
THE BACK BURNER. 
NOW IS THE TIME TO 
GET RIS OF THE 
PALESTINIAN PROBLEM 
EXPEL ALL THE 
PALESTINIAN NOT 
ONLY THE TROUBKLE 
MAKERS. EXPEL ALL OF 
THEM TO SYRIA. FROM
THERE THEY WILL MAKE THEIR WAY TO EUROPE. THEY WILL SHOW THEIR GRITITUDE BY STABBING SHHOTING EUROPEANS. THE EUROPEANS WILL IN TURN KILL ALL THE
PALESTINIANS. ISREAL WILL THEN KILL TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE.